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Institutional Teaching Philosophy 
  
  
As an educator, I strive to keep students of divergent backgrounds and skill levels challenged, engrossed, and 
entertained. Still, I use the same materials and provide the same opportunities for everyone. No easy task, as any 
educator will attest.  
  
While a good deal may bristle at my inclusion of the word “entertained” among teaching skills, I argue that it serves as a 
useful tool in the modern, technology driven world for reaching students. To support the aforementioned goals of 
challenging, engaging, or engrossing, an instructor must keep focus. A student more interested in their cell phone, social 
media, or interactive game play will show no interest in coming to class, much less learning. Entertaining does not mean 
“putting on a show.” It calls for developing courses, content, and delivery that finds and addresses as many student 
needs as possible.  
  
In my experience, communication of a diverse set of acquisition objectives provides the less developed student an 
achievable goal. Since students’ approach goals in a non-sequential manner, more advanced students can find gaps in 
their education which they can focus. This approach offers two benefits. First, the precise elicitation of goals somewhat 
compensates for educational institutions propensity to leverage students from privileged backgrounds. As philosopher 
and social theorist Pierre Bourdieu observed, educational institutions come predisposed to practices which the privileged 
of a society instills: language, self-exploration and presentation, literacy practices, social development, etc. By providing 
defined expectations, and then breaking these proficiencies into their individual parts, one can develop impartial 
classroom environments. 
  
The second benefit to eliciting goals for student learning is that it allows for individuals to develop methods of 
engagement that best suits their needs. As a foundational tool, one cannot deny reading and writing’s importance in 
developing critical thinking skills. Still, experience finds that many students struggle to engage with the written word. 
Yet, as noted by Howard Gardner’s theory of “multiple intelligences,” these same students do well using alternative 
educational methods such as oral presentations and exams, group exercises, and class discussions. In these cases, 
students who otherwise resist engagement often find an opportunity to analyze class material using methods best suited 
to their own particular assets. 
  
As a strong visual learner, I struggle in traditional ‘reading oriented’ classroom settings. I labor to become an effective 
lecturer who can work with and beyond such singular learning environments. I now pride myself on the ability to explain 
complex concepts using direct language. But I supplement this with visual presentations and classroom performances, 
which help express and illustrate ideas and concepts in a manner that students can relate. But lecturing proves only part 
of the classroom challenge. 
  
The study of any form of media requires learning how to activate the ‘visual eye’; to see not only through one’s inner self 
but as an outsider might perceive something. That same challenge holds true for the modern educator who must 
navigate an ever-changing field and relay said alterations back to his charges. It requires constant informational, 
educational, and methodological reassessment. It has been my constant goal over my academic career to advance in my 
field, both in terms of academics and profession. For the former, I revise syllabi, attend courses and seminars, and seek 
methods that complement the pursuit of this goal while remaining accessible to my students. To the latter, I work 
outside academia in the film industry as a script reader, script doctor, and screenwriter. Thus, I can relay the academic 
requirements of the field to the students while providing them with an insider’s context in the industry. The idyllic 
conclusion for the entire process is that instead of churning out an endless series of educated students, I produce a 

legacy of engaged learners and future colleagues.   
 


